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I’ve said it before, I’ll say it again

– when it comes to low-powered single-

ended amplifiers, audiophiles are divided

into two camps: people who think a nine-

watt amplifier is madness and people who
think the SET amps are nirvana.
That being said, I’m a bit divided. I am open
to other designs, but now that I own a great pair
of really efficient speakers (the Rethm Audio 2nd,
reviewed on page XX), I really dig the SET thing a
lot. While I am not going to get preachy and try to
convert those of you in the former camp, if you are
undecided, it is worth your while to give an SET
amplifier a try.
For those of you not really familiar with single-ended triode amplifiers, they usually produce
from a couple watts to about 10 watts per channel, and use one big triode tube for the output (the
most common tubes are the 300B and the 2A3).
Because they are operated single ended, with all
of the signal passing through one output device,
there is none of the crossover distortion common
with all push-pull amplifiers, tube or solid state,
giving these amplifiers an “ease” that I have yet
to hear with other models. The downside is that
these amplifiers do not have a lot of power and do
not have the super tight bass response of a great
solid-state amplifier.
The good news is that you can get excellent high-efficiency speakers with a little searching, and many of the modern SET amplifiers do a
lot better with the bass than you might think. Until
just recently, quite a few were fairly expensive, but
there are some more reasonably priced options
available these days, which leads us to the Pacific
Creek SE300I.
Earlier this year I had the privilege to audition the WAVAC EC-300B, which I consider to be

one of the best sounding amplifiers I have ever
heard, if not the best. (Mastering genius and contributing editor Steve Hoffman concurs with me,
and has an EC-300B of his very own.) With major
high-tech goodies, like Teflon tube sockets and
transformers from Tango, this amplifier resolves a
ton of detail with a three dimensionality unmatched
in the world of tube amplifiers.
That’s great, but i don’t have an extra
$30,000 for an ampliﬁer.

Here’s where the Pacific Creek comes
in. After being spoiled by the EC-300B for a few
months, everything else sounded like I had put
U-Haul moving blankets over the speakers, so I
was pretty bummed out. My quest: get a taste
of the WAVAC sound for a workingman’s price. A
few amplifiers that will remain nameless didn’t really do anything for me, but one day I was at Kurt
Doslu’s shop (Echo Audio in downtown Portland,
OR. Check out his column on page XX), and there
was a very nice little 300B amplifier sitting there
with a very attractive price tag.
Kurt told me the whole story about Jerry
Wang and how he had developed quite a bit of
voice recognition products, most of them patented in his last life in corporate America, but his

first love was building amplifiers. Now that he is
retired, he has been pursuing this full time and the
SE300I is his first product. I took it home, and right
out of the box it sounded GREAT. All of the things
that one would enjoy in a good SET amplifier was
there in spades. Great soundstaging, an excellent
three-dimensional presentation, smooth highs,
and remarkably tight, controlled bass from a ninewatt tube amplifier. The midrange was out of this
world for an amplifier with a $1,899 price tag. By
the time the weekend was over, I had to have one.
(Editor’s Note: due to exchange rates, this amplifier may be going up a tiny bit in price by the time
you read this.)

The Nerdy Stuff
The SE300I is billed as an integrated amplifier, but it is really a power amplifier with a passive volume control and selector for four inputs.
Mechanical construction is excellent, with some
very beefy jacks and binding posts. My sample
came with a pretty major power cord, but Jerry is
not sure if he will keep this supplier, so check with
your dealer before purchase to be sure. The chassis is a chrome-plated beauty, and the transformers are potted to offer a very clean look. A cage
is offered to keep the tubes away from prying little
hands, but if you don’t have to use it, it looks much
better without it. The whole package weighs
about 70 pounds, so be ready to give it the
heave-ho when you un-box it.
The 300SEI comes from the
factory in China with a complement
of seven tubes. A pair of Chinese
300B output tubes, a pair of Russian 6P6 tubes (6L6
equivalent), a pair of
12AU7’s for input and a
5Z3P (5U4 equivalent).
For you tube geeks,
the tube rectifier is a
nice touch, especially
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at this price point, because it acts
as a natural “slow start up” for the
power supply with the high voltage
building as the rectifier tube warms
up, allowing for better tube life.
The 300SEI uses output
transformers with a 3500 ohm
secondary, and that gives this amplifier a touch more damping factor
than other designs that use a 2500
ohm secondary. This was more
than evident in the listening tests
and the bass was very well controlled for this type of amplifier.
I have only had hands-on
experience with a couple of amplifiers assembled in China; mostly
the Prima Luna line and the Pacific
Creek amplifiers. For those of you
who remember Chinese amplifiers
from the 90’s, it’s a different ball
game these days. The Chinese
craftsmen that build these amplifiers mean business and the build
quality is excellent, with all pointto-point wiring done to a high level
of precision.
Better with Age
While this amplifier sounded pretty good right out of the
box, once it had about 50 hours
of break in time, it sounded better,
with the highs a bit smoother, and
the bass a bit tighter. More critical
was that it really needs about an
hour and a half to sound its best
when you turn it on. Sounding just
a bit lean for the first 15 minutes, it
gets into a really good groove after
an hour or so. My lime green lava
lamp takes about an hour and 15
minutes to get gooey and this is
just when the SE300I starts to do
its thing.
Initial set-up and break-in
was done on my desktop system – a pair of ProAc Tablettes
and an Ah! Tjoeb 4000 CD
(continued)
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amplifier. It has enough of
the magic of tubes, without being overly sterile
like a transistor amplifier,
yet lacks the “haze” that
most MOSFET amplifiers
possess. Either way, it
gives you a great look into
SET sound, and for many
may be a great place to
stay.

player. Nothing fancy in the cable department.
After a week, I moved it into the main listening room
where it was used with the Modwright upgraded
Denon disc player, and the 2nd Rethm loudspeakers. Analog reproduction was handled by a Rega
P25 with RB700 arm, Sumiko Blackbird cartridge
and the Whest .20 phono stage.
I have to agree with Jerry, that I have never
heard an SET amp that I didn’t like, but there are
many flavors to choose from, so it is important to
find the one you like best. Just like a musician has
their favorite inspirational artists, Jerry’s two favorite designers are Nelson Pass and David Hafler.
(He has a mint, unmolested Stereo 70 in his listening room on a bookshelf.) Having owned a number
of amplifiers from both of these gentlemen over
the years, it’s easy to see why he admires them.
The Sound
First of all, the SE300I is one of the most
quiet SET amplifiers I have ever heard. When Jacob George was setting up the Rethms he said
the same thing; “I must meet the man who makes
this amplifier, it is very quiet!” If you are a highpower/low-efficiency speaker person, you may
never notice this, but when using speakers with
100db-plus efficiency, every little bit of noise is apparent and annoying.
I have been listening to the SE300I for
about six months now and still can’t get over how
good it sounds for less than $2,000. The only fault
is what it does not do – it doesn’t have the last
bit of refinement of the WAVAC amplifiers, but it is
very accurate, having a detailed midrange, without
being overly warm like a Stereo 70 or similar tube

One of my favorite test records is Lyle
Lovett’s Joshua Judges
Ruth (Curb CD). On the
fourth track he sings a duet with Emmylou Harris. Even though she is not my favorite female vocalist, on a lot of amplifiers, her voice really gets
lost behind Lovett’s. Not so on the 300SEI; both
vocalists have their own space and you can hear
the air around them. Moving on to Hall & Oates
Abandoned Lunchonette (MOFI LP) had the same
result, an excellent separation of vocals, with a
very nice, big, airy sound. Now you might be saying, “that’s foofy audiophile music” and you might
be right. But putting the Steve Hoffman remaster
of the first Van Halen album (DCC gold CD) in the
disc player will make you a believer – this thing
really rocks too! Ice Cream Man never sounded
so good. The ultimate test? For me, it’s Rider’s
On the Storm on the DCC version of LA Woman.
Listen very carefully to the overdubs on Jim Morrison’s vocals closely and there is a lot of texture
there that many amplifiers can’t discern, but the
Pacific Creek did a cracking job.
Another one of my favorites is The Fairfield
Four, Standing in the Safety Zone. Listening to this
on the Pacific Creek was really a treat after getting
done with a few solid state amplifiers. Even my Audio Research Classic 120’s couldn’t hold a candle
to the level of realism this little amplifier was capable of. I know the skeptics will argue that SET amplifiers “don’t measure well,” but they really sound
more like music to me. I don’t want to violate the
Prime Directive and tell you what to do, but don’t
be surprised if you get hooked on this sound!
One Small Caution
If the review ended right here, I could look
you straight in the eye and tell you that this is one

of the best 300B amplifiers I have heard for this
kind of money and sleep like a baby.
But because it has a passive input stage,
you have to be careful with is equipment and cable
matching for optimum results. While I don’t know
a lot about the passive preamp thing, I do know
that certain combinations sound better than others, and the wrong set of cables can dampen this
amplifier’s enthusiasm a bit. While it sounded great
with the Ah! Tjoeb CD player and the Modwright,
it didn’t sound particularly good with my Jolida
CD player or Sumiko phono stage. My Bottlehead
tube phono stage was a match made in heaven
for the SE300I.
Here’s where it gets really interesting.
Another testament to a well-designed amplifier is how well it sounds with components in a
much more expensive league. Most people would
not hook a $1,900 amplifier up to an $8,000 pair
of speakers or a $2,500 phono stage, but you can
– the 300SEI will not disappoint you.
If you have followed along this far, you are
probably in the tube camp anyway and are always rolling tubes. Once I had spent plenty of time
with the 300SEI and got to know its character, I
spent some time tweaking. First step: different
driver tubes. I swapped a few different 6L6 variations without a ton of change in the sound, but by
installing some Tesla NOS 12AU7’s, got a much
bigger soundstage without losing anything in the
areas of transient attack and bass control.
The hidden magic was changing the output tubes. I just happened to have a brand new
pair of current production Western Electric 300B
tubes sitting on the shelf, so I gave Jerry a call
about biasing. The 300SEI is self biasing, but I
wanted to be sure before I dropped a $1,200 pair
of tubes in place of the factory-installed ones. He
laughed at me on the phone and said, “I never
even tried the amplifier with WE tubes because I
didn’t think anyone at that price point would spend
that kind of money on tubes! The biasing will be
fine, just plug them in.” A call to Steve, who also
has a SE300I that he is fond of (and has a lot more
pairs of 300B’s than I do…) said, “You try ‘em in
your amp first and see if it blows up.”
So, I plugged in my brand new WE300B’s
and held my breath. I realize that this is a bit out
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of the ordinary, but the SE300I
is a completely different amplifier
with the Western Electric tubes installed. Every part of its character
goes to another level. Bass tightens up dramatically, the midrange
goes from great to wonderful, and
I would swear it puts out a little bit
more power. Swapping the power
cable for my favorite ESP reference took all of this even further,
but that’s really madness. (But it
was great!)
The Verdict
Even in stock form, the Pacific Creek SE300I is a great amplifier
and a great value. It will give you a
lot of insight into the SET sound at a
budget price. If you do not have a pair
of super-efficient speakers, but don’t
listen to music at really loud levels,
something like a pair of Vandersteen
1C’s or the Naim Arivas (both 90db)
will do nicely. I have been listening
to this amp with a pair of Definitive
Technologies P700’s (92db) recently,
and can achieve pretty good volume
levels.
For those who want to take it
a step further, you can upgrade the
tubes and, should you go off the edge
and shell out for a pair of WE 300B’s
and a good power cord, you will be
pleasantly surprised at how much
more sound this amplifier is capable
of. As many of the best 300B amplifiers start to approach five figures very
quickly, this one is still a bargain at
around $3,500 with all the tweaks.

Keep an eye on Pacific
Creek for great products that
are reasonably priced. In a few
months we will be testing their
new KT90 amplifier. The SE300I
is highly recommended.
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